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IBPT Ipswich Exemplar Initiative – Progress so far 
This project has been the major activity of the Trust for many months. Together with our partners the 
Ipswich Building Society we have researched the range of Freehold Land Society (FLS) properties and 
have engaged with other groups and institutions to develop our ideas and approaches. In essence we want 
to acquire a residential property built by the FLS and undertake work on it to demonstrate how renovation 
can respect the historic nature of the 
property while addressing the priorities for 
modern housing, including energy 
efficiency. We believe we are already facing 
a step-change in architectural and building 
specification which puts our initiative at the 
cutting edge of debates about how to 
modernize existing and historic housing 
stock. 

We are now actively seeking to acquire a suitable property for our Initiative. Members of the committee 
have been delivering letters to a range of properties built before 1900 which invite the owners to contact 
the Trust if they might be interested in selling to us. Our experience in this task has brought into sharp 
focus the challenges we face. 

Ideally the property should be larger than the smallest FLS terraced housing so that there is a greater 
potential to exploit the property as an exemplar, and to engage the wider community in the project. We 
also need to consider the practicability of restoration and maximum visibility potential. The property 
should need refurbishment, but also should retain some original features. As the team toured the streets of 
Ipswich, it was clear that many properties were already in fairly good order, and very few currently 
appeared to be available for us to acquire. Some are in the rental sector, so reaching the owner is not 
always straightforward.  

Doorstep conversations with residents showed that there was some interest in the individual histories of 
the houses. There were many that simply did not fit our criteria, and others which would fit admirably, but 
which were unlikely to be available. We have decided that we must cast the net more widely, to extend the 
range of properties included up the First World War. Altogether the FLS built 484 properties in Ipswich, 
and we believe that about half of those might be suitable for the project. Our team will be delivering to 
the next batch in the very near future and we are full of hope that something suitable will come our way! 

The following photographs illustrate some of the properties our intrepid team considered. (a) The 
Bramford Lane rear view is an excellent example of the way in which modest properties are being hyper-
developed in a way which defies even the law of gravity. A property of this kind would certainly be 
transformed too completely to match our needs. (b) The Bedford Street terrace, on the other hand, 
illustrates a more suitable candidate. It is of a reasonable size and retains original features – notably some 
of the sash windows. (c) In London Road stands a much grander late -Victorian semi with many original 
features including the patterned roof tiles and attractive details in the brickwork. This house would be a 
major project, as would the attractive property on the corner of Spring Road (d).  



(a) 157 Bramford Lane

(c) 94 London Road 

(b) 10 Bedford Street

(d) 242 Spring Road



Our final pictures show the typical 
FLS plaque to be found on many 
of the properties, together with a 
view of a typical terrace probably 
dating from the Edwardian period, 
which will now be included for 
consideration. At present, none of 
these are available to us, but they 
provide a brief glimpse of the 
activities of the Freehold Land 
Society, and an indication of the 
range we are considering. 



IPSWICH BUILDING PRESERVATION TRUST ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING –  
22 November 2019

‘GHOST SIGNS: TRACES OF LOST IPSWICH BUSINESSES’  
For many years now, Ipswich artist and illustrator Borin Van Loon has been photographing, recording, 
and researching examples of old lettering on the walls of buildings in the town. For our AGM talk this 
year we were delighted to welcome Borin (aka Robin Gaylard) to present some of the highlights of his 
ever expanding collection – all of which can be viewed on his fascinating website ‘Ipswich Historic 
Lettering’ (www.ipswich-lettering.co.uk).  

Robin’s interest has 
grown out of his 
graphic expertise – 
the images he seeks 
have their own 
specific fonts with or 
without the serif, and 
often they are 
presented in 
cartouche form or 
with other decorative 
devices to make them 
more visually 
appealing. The 
earliest of them 
viewed tonight 
probably date from 
the late 1800s or 
early 1900s, but some 
(including pub 
names, for instance) 
may have origins many centuries ago. Almost always they are trade signs, and so record the changing 
nature of commercial activity in the buildings illustrated. They provide evidence to link with other 
sources which can help us to reconstruct the past – written records, photographs, directories, and, of 
course, the buildings themselves. Sometimes they have been painted over with new signs as proprietors 
change or as a new business takes over, but the weathering process often reveals the earlier layers creating 
a palimpsest of texts – ghost upon ghost - a striking visual image of change through time, mutability, and 
the transience of human endeavour.  

We were introduced to around fifty examples during the course of the evening. I will try to provide a brief 
summary to indicate their rich variety. The first image was of the ‘Edward Fison Ltd’ sign on the wall of 
the early Dock Street maltings. This building faces demolition, and Robin noted the alignment of the wall 
which once housed a Napoleonic barracks with the line of the earliest ford across the Orwell – a crossing 
point which is likely to have been a major factor in the establishment of the town on both sides of the 
crossing. Other significant demolitions were mentioned – the possibility that in the blighted Carr Street 
from Cox Lane eastwards we will lose all but the 1884 Co-operative building – thus wiping out the record 
of the expanding Co-operative stores throughout the first half of the twentieth century, one of which 

Ipswich Historic Lettering: St Peters Dock



includes the iconic 1908 
‘Each for All & All for Each’ 
text.  

We were reminded that the 
‘purple shop’ was not always 
the termination of Fonnereau 
Road with a slide of the E. R. 
George Bakery of 1911, now 
demolished, which was lost 
to road widening. Bakeries, 
of course, were once 
common features of the street 
scene and used by many as 
community oven facilities as 
well as retail outlets. Over 
Stoke on Felaw Street the 
bold lettering of ‘Bake 
Office’ can still be seen and 
one can imagine the customers queueing to receive their cooked dinners and baked goods.  

Perhaps the most 
aspirational of 
cartouche designs 
was revealed at the 
top of Argyle Street 
when some render 
fell off from a gable 
end. A builder, A.E. 
Blasby, boasted that 
‘Sanitary Work’ was 
‘a Speciality’ and 
enclosed the whole 
in a ribbon 
resembling the Order 
of the Garter. A 
similar motif can be 
found in St Mary 
Stoke on a Great 
Eastern Railway 
armorial. Some 
humble little stores 
certainly gave themselves expansive airs – for instance, E. Markham’s ‘County Supply Stores’ which may 
well only have served its immediate locality, and the jingoistic ‘British Flag Stores’ on Darwin Road. The 
great engineering works of Cranes, on the other hand, has also disappeared – all Robin could show was a 
folorn gateway with a cast metal hatchment in the centre – but we still have the commemorative Maritime 
Ipswich plaques cast by this famous Ipswich company.  

Ipswich Historic Lettering: Cox Lane

Ipswich Historic Lettering: Felaw Street



Our speaker has also acquired abandoned letters – a gift from Des Pawson was a cast aluminium letter ‘R’ 
from the International Stores (later Ryman’s), and even when other lettering is salvaged and re-positioned 
(as in the case of the tiled lettering of ‘The Blooming Fuchsia’) Robin’s eagle eye noted that a tile had 
been repositioned incorrectly in the re-erected version sited on the new flats. Later in the talk he 
mentioned that letters from ‘V A Marriott Ltd, Builders’ on Hanford Road could have been salvaged by 
Ipswich Museum but unfortunately were not considered useable.  

The horse reigned supreme for centuries, and is recorded in livery stable lettering and on the wall of the 
recently demolished store at the corner of Cullingham and Handford Roads – ‘Corn Hay Chaff and Straw 
Stores’ was once available there, before being superseded by a tool hire shop and now by Lidl’s car park. 
Garages were once prominent in central Ipswich. Egerton’s had a major garage on Crown Street and, 
visible from St Mary Tower church yard, the back of the old Assembly Rooms/ Girls’ High School once 
announced that they had become ‘Motor Works’. Now, of course, the Motor Works houses the ‘Easy 
Hotel’.  

The palimpsests 
noted by Robin 
clearly required some 
detective work and 
some of his slides 
included restored 
versions crafted by 
him to illustrate the 
various legends 
which might be 
visible. At the Rose 
and Crown Brewery 
he came across a line which read ‘Dan.....nce’. Ever fanciful he speculated that this might read ‘Dance 
Licence’ but was brought back to earth by the prosaic discovery that it actually once spelled out ‘Daniel 
Vince’, a one-time proprietor. On another ex-pub raking light could also make visible hidden letters such 
as a filled-in ‘Cobbolds Ales, Wines and Spirits’ plaque on The Globe in St George’s Street. This raises 
the question as to whether old signs should be cared for and restored, or left to fade away. We all sighed 
when the Martin & Newby building was illustrated with its prominent dates, no doubt remembering in 
our different ways the labyrinth of separate rooms and departments with steps in between that was the 
hallmark of this last Ipswich ironmonger.  

Our final image was a much older one – a ‘wodewose’ or wildman 
carved on a dragon beam now projecting on the corner of Dial Lane and 
Buttermarket. Our AGM talk reminded us of the changing face of the 
town and of the evolving lives and activities of the townspeople. Perhaps 
it is worth remembering how mediaeval people represented the idea of 
the wild and unpredictable aspect of nature represented by the wodewose 
to remind us how fragile is the reality we all take for granted and how 
time continually erases the little marks we make in our present time.  

Altogether it was a most enjoyable presentation and the responses of the 
audience reflected the memories and observations that Robin’s work had 
prompted. Our warm thanks go to him. 

Ipswich Historic Lettering: Bramford Road

Ipswich Historic Lettering: 
Butter Market


